
Vocab 1, Cap. 2 – word journal horas 1 y 2 

Word Translation How I will remember it… 
pelirrojo (a) red headed rojo means red 
moreno (a) dark haired r in third spot; m like midnight darkness 
rubio (a) blond haired rubio sounds like Fabio; rubio has a b like in blonde  
bajo (a) short the word bajo is short   the “j” is shorter; a banjo is shorter 

than a guitar and banjo is similar to bajo 
alto (a) tall the t in tall & the t in alto; alto has the letters to make tal 

which is almost the word tall; alto has the same root word as 
altitude which relates to height. 

atlético (a) athletic cognate with athletic 
guapo/bonita Good Looking good looking taco; Youtube video Soy Guapo; g in guapo 

like good looking 
serio (a) Serious Just a few letters short of serious (cognate) 
tonto (a) silly sounds like taunting – a foolish act 
cómico (a) funny cognate to comic, comedian, & comical 
romántico (a) romantic take off the O and its a cognate 
tímido (a) shy cognate to timid 
extrovertido (a) outgoing cognate to extravert; extra like extra talking  
gracioso (a) witty, clever it sound like thank you and you say thank you after a joke 
perezoso (a) lazy the z like someone is sleeping (zzz); it’s like pear that you 

could eat instead of doing work & that’s lazy 
trabajador (a) hard-working hard to pernounce, tra sounds like try and you have to try 

to be hardworking 
activo (a) active cognate to active; it sounds like activia the yogurt and your 

digestion is active when you eat it!  
simpático (a) friendly it sounds like sympathetic, and someone who is sympathetic 

is friendly 
antipático (a) unfriendly anti-friendly (root of anti); a is like antagonist 
intelectual intellectual  cognate to intellectual  
inteligente intelligent  cognate to intelligent 
También also amb sounds like and; 2 syllable word so it’s like 2 things; 

bien means good and when you add also to good its extra 
good.. 

Tampoco neither polka dots are not alike just like tampoco means niether 
Un poco a little poco reminds me of a little thing or a little physical contact 
Bastante pretty, quite the bas is like the start of basically. You want to catch quite a 

few bass! 
tengo I have like “Tengo que irme” 
tienes you have ends in “s” like eres & estás – verbs that also go with tú 
tiene he/she/you have ends in “e” like he & she; also goes with usted (you formal) 
tenemos we have ends in “mos” like somos 
tenéis you all have -Spain maybe they like to play cards in Spain (with a Ten & an Ace) 
tienen they/you have “en” is like end for the end of the verb forms of tener 


